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Just To Please
Jesus
Paying a visit to sorrow's abode,
Helping a burdener one o'er a rough road,
YThis the sweet thought making duty delight,
Turning the shadows of gloom into light,
Just to please Jesus.
Staying at home with the children, perchance,
Watching sick one's oft-wandering
glance,
Sweeping, and dusting, and tidying home.
Deeds not recorded 'neath Fame's painted
dome—
Just to please Jesus.
Turning the eye from the vanity show,
Sparkling
and flashing
with
glittering
glow,
Turning away to the quiet and calm,
Singing in secret a thanksgiving
Psalm—
Just to please Jesus.
Swinging the hammer if duty demands,
Plying the needle with quick, willing hands,
Using the pencil, the pick, or the pen,
Serving my Lord and my own fellowmen,
Just to please Jesus.
Giving a smile or taking a hand,
Leading lost feet to the fair better Land,
Doing and thinking, and hearing and seeing,
Eating and drinking, and working and beingJust to please Jesus.
—Author Unknown.
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RELIEF AND SERVICE COMMITTEE
RELIEF NOTES
Relief Workers Arrive in India
A telegram has been received from the
missionaries in India which confirms the
safe arrival in India of F. J. Isaac with his
wife and Alida Schrag: ISAACS ARRIVED.
ASSUMING DUTIES BENGAL SHORTLY.
VOGT CONTINUING. FEW W E E K S
MILK SUPPLIED US. FREE BLANKETS
NOT REQUIRED. Brother Isaac will administer the relief project in Bengal.
The same telegram also includes word that
the government in India has granted permission for George Beare to enter that
country. Brother Beare has been asked to
serve with relief work in China in mind, but
he will assist with the Bengal relief program pending further developments for relief and mission work in China.
Canadian Government Contacted
Representatives of the non-resistant
groups in Canada, along with M.C.C. representative s, met in Ottawa recently to learn
from Government officials the place and
limitations of a voluntary relief agency in
Canada. The government officials received
the representatives cordially and were not
adverse to the plans of a Peace Church
agency with a program of relief service
abroad.
Clothing in Post-War Relief
A letter from Switzerland, received at
Friends Headquarters and printed in the
April Clothing Bulletin, contained the following opinion:
"Clothing is going to constitute one
of the most important relief supplies in
any post-war action. The people who
come in from France now (and this can
be said to be true for the last six
months) have really nothing but what
they were wearing and often this is
pretty badly torn from crawling through
the barbed wire frontier barriers. . . .
Please assure everyone at home who has
contributed to the sending of . . . clothing that it is priceless in value, and represents one of the most important, if
not the most- important relief service
that can be given in Europe now-adays."
China Commissioners Return
S. J. Goering and J. D. Graber, Mennonite
commissioners to China, have returned home
from India by way of Suez and the Mediterranean. They traveled on a Norwegian
freighter that docked in New York City,
May 11. Reporting briefly on their trip, they
spoke of stupendous need, but also of great
difficulties in the way of transportation,
money exchange, visas, etc. They, however,
will recommend that a small relief unit be
sent to China.
PEACE SECTION NOTES
'^Compromise With War"
The above is the title of a new pamphlet
published recently by the Peace Section, as
a critique of the war philosophy of Charles
Clayton Morrison, as expressed in the Christian Century. The booklet is a reprint of an
article by Edward Yoder, which appeared
some time ago in the Gospel Herald under
the title, "Christian Thinking on War." Distribution will be primarily in C. P. S. camps
where a distant need was felt for rebuttal
material to help the thinking of C. P. S.
men. The booklet is also for sale at five

cents per single copy; fifty cents per dozen
copies.
Draft Regulations for Men in Agriculture
"In line with the recommendations of the
Senate Agricultural committee, Selective
Service has dropped the 16-unit guide system in determining whether a farmer is essential and thereby eligible for a II-C deferment. The regulations now define 'essential'
as registrants who are necessary to an agricultural occupation, who are regularly engaged in such occupation, whose occupation
is essential to the war effort, and for whom
no suitable replacement can be found.
"IV-F farmers, or those qualified for
limited service only, may also be reclassified
II-C, in which case they carry the designation II-C (F) or II-G (L)."
Concerning Civilian Bonds
During the coming Fifth War Loan Drive,
June 12-July 8, civilian bonds will again be
available for conscientious objectors. The
plan remains the same as in other drives.
Bonds may be secured by subscribing directly to the .Provident Trust Companv of Philadelphia. Subscription blanks and folders describing the plan may be secured from a
local pastor or deacon, or by ordering from
the Peace Section, Akron, Penna. Savings
stamps and albums in various denominations
are also available for school children and
others.
Civilian Bonds are series F and G bonds
registered through the Provident Trust
Company. While the same series may be
secured through local channels, Provident
Trust Company is the only fiscal agent
authorized to register them as "conscience
money." Civilian bond subscriptions are officially reported to county chairman and
there should be no difficulty to buy them in
lieu of war bonds.
The provision for civilian bonds is based
on the fact that the U. S. Government has
an annual budget of over six billion dollars to maintain civilian services. Civilian
bonds enter the U. S. Treasury as do other
bonds but differ in that thev are registered
as investments from conscientious objectors
to war.
The civilian bond plan-is not entirely satisfactory and negotiations are under way to
secure a more satisfactory plan. Until a
better arrangement is secured the plan will
remain as before. To members who feel that
thev cannot buy civilian bonds, relief certificates and stamps are recommended. Relief certificates and stamps are, however,
donations and not investments.
C. P. S. NOTES
Regional Directors Meet
C. P. S. Regional Directors for Mennonite
camps have been in conference at Akron,
May 8-9. The agenda for their meetings
calls for consideration of the following concerns: specialized projects, transfers, interpretation of Mennonite nolicies, orientation
of new assignees, dependency, camp papers.
The regional directors for M.C.C.-C.P.S. are:
Phil Frey
Eastern Area
Ralph Beechy
Mid-West Area
Harry Martens
Rocky Mountain Area
Rufus Franz
Pacific Coast Area
J. N. Byler
Hospital Units
Robert Kreider....Hospital Units (Assistant)
Titus Books
Eastern Area Pastor
First Aid in C. P. S.
Next to Bible courses, first aid courses, as
outlined by the Red Cross, have received the
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most interest and study by C. P. S. men.
First aid training proved valuable recently,
• when a tornado destroyed almost the entire
Brethren camp at Magnolia, Arkansas, and
injured over fifty campers. After the emergency the attendant physician made the
statement: "If it had not been for the boys'
knowing first aid, we probably would have
lost four or five lives."
Fourth Year of C. P. S. Begins
May 22, 1944 marks the close of the third
year of M.C.C.-C.P.S. and the beginning of
the fourth. An anniversary program was
held at the Grottoes C.P.S. Camp over the
week end of May 20-21, for it was at this
camp that the M.C.C. program began three
years ago when nine men arrived on May
.22, 1941. Albert Gaeddert, Director of
Camps, was present to speak to the men. A
program of music and other features had
also been arranged. Psuedo-diplomas were
given to ten campers who have been in camp
for three years.
"Three Years in C. P. S."
A report of M.C.C.-C.P.S. for the past
three years has been prepared in the form
of a twelve-page pamphlet, titled, "Three
Years in C.P.S." The pamphlet will appear
in the churches in the early part of June
and will be distributed on the basis of one
for each family. Besides containing a survey of the work C.P.S. men are doing, it
contains a map showing the location of
M.C.C.-C.P.S. camps and units.
Music Teacher Visits Camps
John Thut, recently appointed relief worker, has not been able to enter England at
the present time and is spending his period
of waiting visiting the camps in the interest
of vocal music. Brother Thut will bring assistance and training along the lines of better congregational singing, chorister training, chorus practice, etc. He has a wide and
varied background in the field of music having taught at Bethel College, Freeman College, and the American Conservatory of
Music in Chicago.

The Present Hour
The wise man keeps ambition alive
with hope for tomorrow, but he makes
tomorrow's hope more promising by
WORK DONE TODAY.
The only hour of real life is the present
hour—in that hour, only, we move, act,
and live.
Anything can be done NOW; nothing
can be done at any other time. We
possess this hour and possess no other.
The constant thought of ambitious
youth and determined old age should be
"What can I do NOW?"—Anon.
Jane Welsh, the wife of John Welsh
and daughter of John Knox, was told by
some officers in authority, "that if she
used her influence to induce her husband,
then in prison, to disown the Protestant
faith, his life might be spared. She was
wearing an apron when this proposition
was brought to her; gathering it up at
the corners, she held it out as a receptacle, saying, 'No, your lordship; I
would rather catch his head in this apron
than that he or I should renounce my
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ANY times in my life I have heard cer- Lord working with them, and confirming
tain ministers say, "Now if you be- the words with signs following God.
lieve that say "Amen". As a minister of
Amen." "There were also many other
the Gospel of the Lord Jesus Christ it has things which Jesus did . . . Amen." Each
always been my desire to be an inspiration of these, Amens, emphasize things which
in a meeting regardless of who may be should be, which all Christians desire to
preaching. I have appreciated, and still be.
appreciate cooperation between the pulpit
At your leisure will you kindly read the
and pew.
first five books of the New Testament
A number of years ago while holding noting how few "Amens" are contained
tent meetings in a certain district I was therein? Will you note the absence of the
reprimanded by the Bishop in words some- "Amen" in the woes of Christ as recorded
thing as follows: "If you think that we are in Matt. 11, in the denunciations of Christ
going to give you inspiration you will be as found in Matt. 23, in the parables of the
sadly mistaken. We'll say 'amen' if we kingdom as recorded in Matt. 13, in the
feel led to say it by the Spirit but, don't teachings of the second coming as seen in
forget, we will never react to your request. Matt. 24-25, and in the spiritual teachings
We want you to lean upon God, not on us." concerning the inner revelation of The
Is it possible that we sometimes request Eternal Word as recorded in John 13-17?
our listeners to say "amen" because we Again will you notice its absence when the
lack inspiration? I do not say that it is Holy Spirit is poured out on the Day of
wrong for us to desire the truth to be sanc- Pentecost, in all the notable sermons which
tioned but it has often been a queery to me Peter and Paul preached as recorded in
whether we as Christians should say the book of Acts when wonderful conver"amen" when certain truths are .spoken? sions and healings followed the preaching
The wiping away of a tear, a silent nod of the Word? These Holy Ghost filled men
of the head in a serious mood, or the state- did not need to draw their inspiration from
ment "that is so" or "that is true" may their audience by requesting an "Amen."
often Jje more effective than an "amen".
Turning to the book of Romans it is
It would be well for us as ministers to ex- interesting to note the first "Amen" conamine the New Testament, our book of con- tained therein. In the first chapter, verses
duct, for our guidance along this line.
18-32 the apostle is describing the terrible
Before doing this let us note the com- condition of the Gentile world without
mon, accepted meaning of the word in Christ. Not once does he sanction the truth
regular use. It has many meanings applied with an Amen but in the midst of his
to it both by usage and according to the .picture he says: "(they) worshipped and
dictionary. Its chief meaning seems to be served the creature more than the Creator,
"let it be so". Cruden says: "The Hebrew who is blessed forever. Amen." This
means true, faithful, certain. It is used in teaches me that I should not say "Amen"
the end of a prayer as an earnest wish to when ministers are describing the terrible
be heard; amen, so be it, so shall it be." sins of the world, the flagrant sins of the
The first "Amen" found in the New Tes- ungodly church member, the moral apostament is recorded in Matthew 6:13 at the tasy and sins of the nations, and the imconclusion of the so called "Lord's Pray- pending judgment which is certain to come.
er." It should be named "The disciples But when God is praised and exalted my
prayer'-' for that is what it is. The prayer Amen should be given when prompted by
as recorded by Luke does not contain an the Spirit. I can sanction consistently the
Amen. While the word found in Matthew truth of woes and denunciations but never
marks the conclusion of the whole prayer "amen" them.
it is used more exclusively at the
In Romans 11:36 we are told "For of
end of the words "For thine is the king- him, and through him, and to him, are all
dom, and the power, and the glory, for things: to whom be glory for ever. Amen."
ever." Note that Luke says nothing about In First Corinthians 14:16 Paul tells us
God's kingdom, power, and glory. Surely that our praise should be in a known
all Christians desire that God's kingdom, tongue so that an Amen can be given. At a
power, and glory be manifested for ever certain Conference a number of years ago
and can say, let it be so; i.e. give a hearty a brother kept saying "Amen" upon which
"Amen" to such a truth as this.
the minister said "Wait a minute brother, I
The next "Amen" to which I desire to didn't say it yet." Today some ministers
direct our attention is the one which marks pump their audiences for Amens. Amenthe conclusion of each of the biographical ing unspoken truths, unknown thoughts are
books. "Lo I am with you alway, even inconsistent. Asking for Amens is likewise
unto the end of the world. Amen". "They inconsistent with New Testament methods,
went forth and preached everywhere, the
as I view it.
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Need for Special Prayer

C

ONFERENCE is now upon us. By the time
this issue of the "Visitor" is in the
hands of its readers, the opening sessions
will be nearly ready to begin. As always,
there are serious problems facing t h e
Church; and the Church looks to its Conference to resolve those questions in the
fear of God and in the interest of His
work.
But Conference cannot do anything
worthwhile in the economy of God, unless
directed by the Spirit of God. And the
Spirit of God moves on the wings of united,
fervent, prevailing prayer of the saints.
If the work of the Church, as expressed
through actions of its body of official delegates, does not measure up to what it
should be, the responsibility does not rest
with the delegates alone. The whole body
is responsible for its prayerlessness in relation to its specific needs.
Can it be possible that the words of the
Apostle James might be true of our assemblies for carrying on the business of
our Lord? James describes a truly deplorable situation when he says, "From
whence come wars and fightings among
you? come they not hence, even of your
lusts that was in your members? Ye lust
and have not: ye envy, and desire to have
and cannot obtain: ye fight and war, yet
ye have not, because ye ask not. Ye ask,
and receive not, because ye ask amiss, that
ye may consume it upon your lusts." (Jas.
4:1-3).
May the Spirit of God drive us to our
knees in supplication for His grace and
guidance, that His program may be carried
out, and that the gospel may have free
course. If there would be greater unity in
prayer for His cause, then would be greater
unity in the formulating of plans and the
work of making His program effective.
We need to pray definitely, perseveringly,
prevailingly that the work of the Church
as focused in General Conference may proceed according to His will. As the whole
Church travails in prayer on this one thing,
we have confidence that God will hear and
answer from heaven, and that His mission
will move forward through His people.
I share the opinion of an article which I
recently read from The American Holiness
Journal, named "DEAR EVANGELIST."
It is one of the best articles along the line
of its writing which I have read for a
long time. The writer's name is not given.
Concerning "Amens" a word of commendation for the evangelist's preaching is
given. This is followed by a criticism.
Here are the words. "You didn't punctuate
your sermon sentences with "Amen's" and
"Praise the Lord's" whether they fitted or
not. I was so glad about that. But say,
do you really think your congregations
(Continued on page 189)
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THE HOLY GHOST
H. W. Landis

T

HE Holy Ghost or Holy Spirit is the
name of the Third Person in the Trinity or God-Head. Just as God the Father,
or Jesus the Son, are known by many
titles. I like to use the title "Holy Ghost"
because the title denotes His personality.
So we will use the title "Holy Ghost."
Only in the New Testament is the title
Holy Ghost used to designate' the Third
Person of the Trinity. In the Old Testament we find such titles as "My Spirit,"
"The Spirit of the Lord," "His Holy
Spirit." In the Old Testament the Third
Person in the Trinity was a messenger
from God to man, to speak through man
for a special purpose, with a special message, at a special time. For this reason the
titles were used as referred to.
Since Christ left this earth and ascended
to heaven and is at the right hand of the
Father, He has sent the promise of the Father upon us. (Luke 2 4 : 4 9 ). So in the
New Testament the title of the Third Person of the Trinity generally used is "Holy
Ghost" because of His part in bringing and
executing salvation to and in our lives. Also the titles in the New Testament are
"Comforter, Spirit of Truth, Spirit, Spirit
of God, Spirit of Promise, Holy Spirit,
The 'Spirit Itself," but generally the title
"Holy Ghost" is used because of His mission in bringing salvation to us.
Now we want to notice His mission to
this earth. First, refer to the promise that
Jesus gave concerning the work of the
Holy Ghost "Nevertheless I tell you the
truth, It is expedient for you that I go
away: for if I go not away the Comforter
(The Holy Ghost) will not come unto you,
but if I depart I will send Him unto you."
"And when He is come, He will reprove
the world of sin and of righteousness and
of judgment. Of sin because they believe
not on me, of righteousnes because I go
to my Father and ye see me no more, Of
judgment because the prince of this world
is judged." (St. John 16:7-11). In these
verses we see the mission of the Holy Ghost
by promise.
In order to fully understand the Godhead, let us note first, God is Lord over all,
and it is to Him we come to Him we pray
and from Him we receive all our blessings,
and finally to Him we will go to heaven.
Jesus Christ is His only begotten Son
who came to this earth and tasted death
for-us and was tempted in all points like
as we are, yet within sin, that Wte might
come to God through Him and have our
prayers answered for salvation, or material
or physical needs.
The Holy Ghost, the Third Person in the
Trinity, was sent to this earth to execute
this great plan of salvation in our lives.

Yet all three of the God-head are one, as
we see in John 14:23, "Jesus answered and
said unto Him, If a man love me he will
keep my words: and my Father will love
him, and we will come unto him and make
our abode with him." Here we see the statement "we" and "our," referring to Christ
and God and the Holy Ghost because the
Holy Ghost represents the Father and the
Son here on this earth. So, the three act
as one in their separate offices in perfecting this great plan of salvation in our
lives.
The Holy Ghost convicts or reproves the
world (or the sinner) of sin. (John 16:8) .
Then the Holy Ghost helps us to pray and
confess our sins, and helps us to apply the
promise of salvation to our hearts through
faith in the shed blood of Jesus. And finally, the Holy Ghost gives us the witness of
our sins forgiven. (Romans 8:16), "The
Spirit itself beareth witness with our spirit
that we are the children of God."

The Seven Churches
Agnes Hisey Olsen
The golden candlesticks were seven,
Upheld on lily stem,
The Son of Man, the Lord from heaven,
Bright to His garment's hem,
Seven stars in His right hand at even,
Stood in the midst of them.
His countenance was as the Sun,
His eyes a flame of fire,
The locks upon His head were spun,
White as His soul's desire,
His voice as waters, pure did run,
Sweet as a harp or lyre.
"Fear not,"
He cried to
On the lone
For love of
In triumph
And hell's

I am the first and last!"
exiled John,
isle of Patmos cast
God's dear Son,
o'er the darkness vast
dominion!

"Weep not, though I were dead, I live
Forevermore,
Amen!
Immortal life I freely give
On that blest morning when
Death swallowed up, the risen captive,
In Christ's fair likeness, then!
The mystery of the seven stars,
Held in my righteous hand,
Foretold to mine elect unbars
The light o'er sea and land,
By pierced wounds and sacred scars,
Write thou thy King's
command!
Detroit, Mich.
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The Holy Ghost is also our teacher
•I John 2:27 "But the anointing which ye
have received of him (the Holy Ghost)
abideth in you and ye need not that any
man teach you, but as the same anointing
teacheth you all things and is truth and is
no lie."
Then the Holy Ghost will teach us what
to say, Luke 12:12. "For the Holy Ghost
will teach you in the same hour what ye
ought to say." John 14:26 "But the Comforter which is the Holy Ghost whom the
Father will send in my name, He shall
teach you all things and bring all things
to your remembrance whatsoever I have
said unto you." So we see the Holy Ghost
whom the Father will send in my name, He
shall teach you all things and bring all
things to your remembrance whatsoever I
have said unto you." So we see the Holy
Ghost has all to execute with reference to
our being saved.
The Holy Ghost will lead us on to the
place of complete consecration and abandonment of self to God and by faith the
blood will cleanse our hearts from the carnal nature. Then, the carnal nature is destroyed and by faith the Holy Ghost takes
full possession of our hearts and lives. No
longer do we have a dual nature within us,
but the Holy Ghost has full possession
without the warring of the carnal nature.
It is only then that our life is a victorious
one, with victory over sin by the power of
the Holy Ghost.
Des Moines, la.

I care not how labyrinthine the mausoleum or how costly the sarcophagus or
however beautifully parterred the family
grounds, ye want them all broken up by
the Lord of the resurrection. They must
come out. Father and mother—they must
come out. Husband and wife—they must
come out. Brother and sister—they must
come out. Our darling children—they
must come out. The eyes that we close
with such trembling fingers must open
again the radiance of that morn. The arms
we folded in dust must join ours in an
embrace of reunion. The voice that was
hushed in our dwelling must be returned.
Oh, how long some of you seem to be
waiting—waiting for the resurrection,
waiting! And for these broken hearts today I make a soft, cool bandage out of
Easter flowers.
Oh, my friends! what a glorious thing
it will be if we wake up at last to find our
loved ones beside us! coming up from
the same plot in the graveyard, coming up
in the same morning light—the father and
son alive forever, all the loved ones alive
forever, nevermore to weep, nevermore to
part, nevermore to die.
By T. Dewitt Talmage, From New Tabernacle Sermons.
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I WOULD THOU WERT COLD
Luke L. Keefer
Scripture is very definite in teaching
TthatHEthat
God's will is, and has always been,
all men should repent, confess, and be
saved. (Acts 17:30, I Jno. 1:9, I Pet. 1:182 0 ) . In the light of this truth our text,
found in Rev. 3:15, becomes not only startling but imperative. Has God changed His
will for men? Does He here disclose a desire for us to be eternally and hopelessly
lost? Has He an equal pleasure in our
utter coldness as in our fervent warmth?
Or, could it be that God, when He metes
out to every soul its just dues, is perplexed
as to the status of the lukewarm—good or
bad?
It is altogether possible that men as
fallible as we are, often-times err pathetically in our conclusions about the condition
of man's souls. We may choose for an illustration a natural observance. Before us
are two oranges—but no, one is a temple
and the other an orange. It is the partorange in the temple that has confused us.
So likewise, it was kindness mixed with
hatred that misled us, in our estimate of a
man's spiritual standing, for we only saw
his kindness, charitableness, or forbearance displayed in our presence.
With God, however, this perversion does
not obt-aln. "Man looketh on the outward
appearance 'but the Lord looketh on the
heart." God would unerringly declare,
"thy heart is not right in the sight of God."
God is the source of the power evidenced
by Heb. 4:12. He makes no mistake in
weighing the souls of men.
Neither has God any pleasure in the appalling loss (eternal) of a "cold" soul.
(Ezek. 3 3 : 1 1 ) . '
Then the wish here expressed, that one
be cold, is neither because God is in a state
of indecision as to a man's eternal destiny,
nor that he has re-evaluated the worth of
a soul, esteemed it less, and has heartlessly
lost his passionate concern for its salvation.
It is only natural for man to judge
himself by others, or pattern after the doings of others. God knows of this inclination on our part, and this is why He said,
" I would thou wert cold." God would have
us who are lukewarm to be cold that we
might profit, or that others accepting us
as a pattern might be undeceived. For "if
the blind lead the blind, both shall fall
into the ditch."
Let us daily pray, " 0 Lord, convict me
of any and every tendency toward lukewarmness. Make me to always be on fire
for Thee, Lord, that precious souls may be
saved."
In these days of great peril, great need,
and great responsibility what we as a people of God need desperately is not more
folks of a "nominal church" kind, but

•

•

more members of an "altar-killed, HolyGhost-filled" kind.
I suggest the following reasons why
God says it would be better to be cold than
lukewarm.
1. Lukewarmness provides a hideout for
hypocrites.
How good it would be if the man who
has a separate kind of religion for Sundays and week days, would have no
grounds for truthfully saying, "I am as
good as Bro. So-And-So!" If he hides behind your "wall of neglects and indifferences," he is banished from possibly receiving a view of Christ. Tear down this
wall in your life, or do you feel able to
answer for his soul?
2. Lukewarmness is a misrepresentation
of the grace of God.
Thank God for the privilege of saying,
"Now are we the sons of God." Think of
men you know that are on fire for God;
who have obeyed the whole Word of God,
and are now walking in the will of God!
Do they make you feel as though the
Christian life only adds torments to your
already powerless soul; as though to be
Christlike would rob you of all your "miserable" joy?
Bro. or Sr. Lukewarm, the only ray of
hopeful light the world observes in you is
the faint glimmer that sometimes is seen
when you're at your best in the most fav-

The Coming and Returning of
the Son of God
H. V.
What did it
What did
What did it
Who felt

Andrews

mean to the Father who sent?
it mean to the angel host?
mean to the Son who went?
the parting most?

What did it mean to the world of men?
What did it mean to the serving host?
What did it mean to the Saviour then?
Who found the blessing most?
What did it mean when the Son returned?
What did it mean to the angel host?
What did it mean to the Father who
yearned?
Who knew rejoicing most?
What will it mean when He comes to
reign?
What will it mean to the Blood-washed
host?
What will it mean to the
conquering
Christ?
Whose will be joy the most?
—Selected

-

-r-:
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orable circumstances. You haven't allowed
Qod to use you to advertise His full salvation.
Were it not better that a definitely cold
status would allow folks to travel Godward without contracting so small a conception of Him? God requires perfection!
God is able also to provide it. Help souls
to see the supply for all their needs by being hot!
3. God would have you to be cold so
that you wouldn't mislead the "babes in
Christ."
The inhabitants of hell implore you to
cefjse directing souls to that abyss of
agony of agonies.
Lukewarm fathers and mothers, don't
start your own children to the pit! Aren't
they too immature to know the untainted
right without an example? Church leaders,
awake to the need of a congruous walk
with God—more power in services and programs and less of formality. Or, let it be
the God-directed combination of both!
May our warmth comfort and strengthen
the "new born babes"!
4. Lukewarmness is a reproach to our
Brotherhood as an instrument of God.
No professed Christian church could
long endure if it were widely recognized
as not having any influence of good on
men's lives. But our Church is ourselves.
The will of God is that the church which
will not let the Spirit run it should perish
from off the earth.
Dear brethren, shall God fulfill this wish
on our brotherhood? Let us each perform
our vows, to God and to our church! Where
have you learned of this full salvation (the
whole Word) ? Is your estimate of your
selected church that it should cease to
function? May our church retain her gospel torch and lead the world to Christ
through you!
5. The Lukewarm hold to a false hope.
In questioning the masses of professors,
we find that there is not enough certainty
in their Christian experience to say with
Paul, " I know." Instead they say, "I hope
to" or "I guess I'll have to wait to find
out," or "If he gets there I will too." No!
No! No! Souls, can it be you have not
arisen from your birth-bed enough to know,
to be sure you have hope—The Hope!
The jail-bird knows he's in jail; the
drunkard admits his drunkenness; the murderer remembers he killed; the lost-sinner realizes he's lost; you know, or don't
know, you're heaven bound.
Dear souls who do not realize you are
bad enough to need all of God and none
of your filthy self-righteousness, consider
God's text. God says, "Be desperately
cold, freezing, dead in sins in order that
you may be made aware of your need, and
seek God's soul-saving, warmth-giving,
heaven-directing salvation."
Be hot!
Millersburg, Pa.
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General Conference Minutes
Still Needed
There was such a generous response to
the call for General Conference Minutes and
Handbooks of Missions, that the following
only are needed to complete the library files
as started.
General Conference Minutes
to finish out the library files:
1 copy for 1932
2 copies
1 copy for 1924
2 copies
1 copy for 1917
2 copies
1 copy for 1916
2 copies
1 copy for 1915
2 copies
1 copy for 1914
2 copies
1 copy for 1913
2 copies

still needed
for
for
for
for
for
for
for

1912
1911
1909
1908
1907
190-6
1905

Handbook of Missions needed to complete
the library files:
1 copy for 1933
1 copy for 1925
2 copies for 1926
Thanks so very much to each one who has
so generously contributed to the General
Conference Library. If you have any copies
of the above designated years, will you
please send them to

Upland, California

June 17, 18

God wants us to live up to our opportunities like the chosen people we are.

Ontario Spring Love Peasts

i

Nuggets
Gleaned from services held in the Abilene
Brethren in Christ Church
The needy can always find a refuge in
Christ.
*
*
*
Jesus is patient in dealing with man
though man responds slowly.
*
*
*
Usefulness and service are the Christian's duty.
Faith is the power of God before which
nothing can stand.
*
*
*
If you are God's child you should be at
God's disposal.
*
*
*
One either progresses or goes backward
in the Christian life. There is no standing
still.
*
*
*
The life of Jesus Christ teaches sacrifice.
*
*
*
One who loves self will exalt self; one
who loves Christ will exalt Christ.
*
*
*
Covetousness causes rrian to err.
*
*
*
The Holy Spirit will tell you when you
are wrong.
*
*
*
The love of God in the heart of man
cannot be hid.
*
#
*
Pride is a sinful disease wherever it
exists.
*
*
*
Obedience is commendable whether it
be to earthly or heavenly parents.
Contact makes us learn to know each
other.
*
*
*
If one is in the right attitude toward
God he will do unconsciously the things
that are right before God.
*
*
*
It pays big dividends to honor God.
Eternal life is a life of perpetual youth.
*
*
*
Jesus appears to us when the storm has
rolled away.
*
*
*
A belief in a happy life after death
makes this life happy.
•• '

Secretary

644 W. Arrow Highway

June 17

Howick, meet a t 2:00 p. m
June 17, 18
Bertie, meet a t 10:00 a. m
June 17, 18
Clarence Center, meet a t 3:00 p. m.-June 24, 25
Waterloo, meet a t 2:00 p. m
June 24, 25
Springvale, meet at 2:00 p. m
July 1, 2

Henry G. Brubaker
General Conference

God spared nothing to make salvation free.

Michigan

1 ^ * »

—Submitted by J. A. K.
i ^»» \

With God, knee action counts more than
wits.

Nuggets from the Zion Pulpit
We should count it a privilege to be called
of God.

Canoe Creek, Pa
Mooretown

June 5, 1944

In every human heart, God sees something
very precious.
We have no apology to make for living a
Christian life, as we a r e chosen people.
A child of God is not on a low level; he is
elevated.
As Christians we ought to live up to our
own profession. •
Our salvation cost something; we are a
purchased people.
We should be thankful that God is concerned enough abcut us to speak to us.
Salvation affects our thinking.
Spirit should guide our thoughts.

The Holy

Can we say, "I am not ashamed of the
Gospel"? What is our conduct in a crowd?
In the garden they chose three good things;
Food, beauty, wisdom. But they failed.
The Christian's duty is to take the gospel
of reconciliation and pass it on to others.
If we do not crown Him Lord of all, we do
not crown Him Lord a t all.
If we have fallen out, it will take some
humiliation to get back.
Peter warmed himself at the Are of the
world. If we are followers of Jesus Christ
we are misfits a t the Are. of the world.
Separation calls for a changed life.
If we stay near Christ we will save ourselves a lot of trouble.
If we stay near the fires of the world we
will become hungry and faint.
If. we come to the Are of God, we will have
something to satisfy.
The infilling of t h e Spirit is not rationed.
The Bible is the Book of all ages. We
ought to get all we can by memory.
We can tell what kind of soul food we
get by what comes out of the mouth.
Our speech tells a lot about what we are.
What are we feeding on?
We can make more progress spiritually if
we apply ourselves.
The Word furnishes Light. I t will shed
Light upon every need of our hearts.
He never intended us to flounder

around.

I t is a special Book, given to us to give
hope to mankind.
If God leaves us alone we are helpless.
When adopted into God's family, we change
our name and conduct.
If we are Christians we belong to the
greatest group in the world.
God's mercy is everlasting.
limit to it.

There is no

I t takes spiritually minded people to understand spiritual things.
The plan of salvation is so simple that
many miss it.
Faith begins where reason stops. If you
cannot believe God, there is a reason.
—Mrs. J. C. H., Cor.

1 «•» t

Unfortunately for the theory of democracy, government in this world is always
by the elect, rather than by the elected.
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News of Church Activity
Canada
CANADIAN HOME MISSION REPORT
Receipts
Balance April 1, 1943
$684.84
Markham Congergation
111.47
Boyle Cong
28.60
Cheapslde Cong
30.60
Springvale Cong
40.00
Wainfleet Cong
.
72.00
Bertie Cong
225.57
A Conference pledge
5.00
Conference offering
.'.
276.72
(plus premium less exchange)
19.72
Nottawa Cong, (less exchange)
166.38
Camp Meeting offering
16.10
Winfred Carver
10.00
Markham Cong
55.26
Eli Ott (bequest sent by son)
50.00
Rosebank S. S
48.00
Lilian Winger .-.
5.00
Bro. and Sr. David Cober
5.00
Markham Cong
73.53
Boyle Cong
30.60
Markham S. S
25.00
Bro. and Sr. Blake Weaver
25.00
Welland Mission
10.50
Maple Grove S. S
15.00
Beulah Heise
10.00
Waterloo S. S
17.82
Sr. Mamie Moore
10.00
Markham Cong
58.82
Sr. Lena Winger
!
2.00
Sr. E t t a Bowes
5.00
Bank Interest
14.55
Balance and total receipts
$2,148.08
Expenditures
Workers' allowances
$610.00
Traveling expense
,
62.50
Workers' moving
33.00
Houghton farm taxes and interest
84.48
Total expenditures
$ 789.98
Balance on hand April 1, 1944
$1,358.10
J. A. NIGH, Treasurer.
•—» m** «
'•

ROSEBANK, ONT —"The Lord hath
done great things for us, whereof we are
glad." Truly the Lord has been good to us
at Rosebank. Last fall Bro. John Montgomery, Detroit, Mich., gave us a three week's
meeting and many souls received help. During the winter the weather and road conditions were such that we could have our
meetings every Sunday. We feel very thankful for this, as sometimes the roads are so
badly drifted that it is impossible to get to
church.
On Easter Sunday, Bish. Alvin Winger of
Gormley, brought the morning message. In
the afternoon Bro. Percy Cassel was ordained to the ministry. Bishop E. J. Swalm
officiated, assisted by Bish. Winger. In
the evening Sister Anna Steckley told of
their work in India.
On April 23 Eld. Kenneth Starr, Leonard,
Mich, began a two week's meeting. Bro.
Starr came to us filled with the Holy Spriit
and preached heart-searching messages.
Some of those who had lost out in their experience came to the altar and renewed
their covenant with the Lord. May they
continue to walk in the light. We have S. S.
and two services every Sunday, and prayer
meeting ever Wednesday night. We expect
to have our Bible Conference June 25 D.V.
Pray for the work at Rosebank.
—P. J. Wiebe.

California
A REQUEST FOR PRAYER
Dear readers of the Visitor,
I am a bed-ridden invalid. I have not
walked for fifty-five years, and I have not
been able to sit up for forty-six years. I

was injured in my back when I w^s one
year old, then it developed into joint rheumatism. I am sixty-six years old now. I
am in a very unsuitable place. I cannot
have any peace, comfort, or rest. They take
great delight here in causing strife, contention, trouble and in illtreating those who
are here. But I don't have enough money to
go to a better place. I have the Old Age
Pension ($50 a month) waiting for me when
I can find a place to go. But on account of
the war it is very difficult to find a place.
Now I request all of God's people to pray
for me, that God (if it is His will) may help
me to find a suitable place to go, where I
can be alone with God a part of the time.
That is my great longing desire, to be alone
with God. You know that good song "Alone
With God," No. 310 in the Brethren in
Christ Spiritual Songs and Hymns book.
That will give you some idea of my great
longing desire every day.
Pray that the Lord will give me an understanding heart that I may know His will in
all things and that His will may be done in
all things, to His honor and Glory.
Yours in Him,
Mr. R. Fike, Hondo, Calif.

Ill inois
CHICAGO MISSION—Time for a quarterly report arrives before we realize, reminding us "to redeem the time because the
days are evil." The world evaluates time as
money; of how much greater value should
it be to the Christian. One has said we will
have many years in which to celebrate our
victories, but only a few short ones in which
to win them.
Easter Day brought us Bro. and Sr. Hall
and Bro. and Sr. Ginder of Indiana as special speakers. Their' messages on Good
Friday and on the Resurrection day were a
real blessing to all. A full house in the evening saw the pictures of the Zam Zam sinking and heard again the story of God's delivering power.
Midweek Bible Classes closed on April
16th with a unified service, in which an exhibit and review was given of the work done
during the year. Each of the classes took
part. We have sought during the year to
plant God's Word in the heart of these children by spoken, written and illustrated
word. We believe it will not return void.
Bro. C. W. Boy'er surprised us one Wednesday by giving the classes an illustrated
message on "Heart Cleansing," after which
a number came to the altar for prayer. We
might also say that the teachers personally
pay for the material used in this work, the
offerings from the children are used to support a girl in India, thus encouraging regular missionary giving. One has said that
children are like wax to receive and marble
to retain. Expressions of appreciation from
parents as to the blessing their children
have received were given.
Visitation has occupied a place in our program. A number of new homes have been
contacted. This part of the work is never
exhausted. It is our regret that we cannot
give more time to the same.
Visiting Ministers occupied our pulpit
while we were in the West in February. Rev.
Julian Rose, a Free Methodist brother spent
a Sunday with us, giving illustrated visu-
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alized sermons that brought real impressions and several souls to the altar. Bro. D.
B. Martin of Dixon, 111., gave appreciated
messages on another Lord's Day. Ray Brubaker, son of Harry Brubaker of Mt. Joy,
Pa., attending school here, spoke for us several times. He comes each Sunday now to
teach a class of boys. Rev. Bert Loven, who
grew up in our Sunday School and is now a
Pastor of a Covenant Church in Iowa, spoke
for us several times recently.
Spring brings housecleaning duties. It is
not a small task to keep a building of this
size clean and in good repair. Bro. Fike
Bert, with others, has always given appreciated service along this line. He fell off a
ladder here dislocating his shoulder, necessitating several day's hospitalization. We
were grateful to God he was not more seriously hurt. Sickness among our group has
hindered some from coming to the services.
We express thanks to all who stand by His
work here with means and prayers. Pray
for us.
Financial Report for two months closingMarch 31st, 1944
General Account—Receipts
Balance
$69.54
February—E. Minto, $2; Paul Martin, $1, Relief and Service Committee, $10.
March—Hamlin, Kans., Sunday School, $10,
Bethel, Kans., S. S., $16.20, In His Name, special for lights, $10, I. Kujawa $2, Chas. Gray-,
bill, $5, Betty Williams, $1, Erma Hare,$3, E.
Freed, $6, Miss McWilliams, $3, B. A. LaCoste,
$3, S. E. Offerings, $23.61, Y. P. Offerings,
$8.98. Total, $174.33. 1
E X U 81 GGS

Provisions, $49.26, Electricity, $23.61, gas,
$8.98. Total, $81.85. Balance on hand, $92.48.
April 1st—Repair and Fuel Fund
Balance on hand, Feb. 1st
$66.91
Tithing
_
76.66
Paid for fuel in Feb. and March

$143.57
$105.27

Balance on hand Apr. 1st
38.30
Other donations—We wish also to acknowledge the following gifts: Eggs from Bethel
Church, Kans.; Eggs from friends tit Garrett,
Ind.; Geo. and Violet Lenhert, eggs and butter;
Sr. Stutzman, Nappanee, Ind., milk; chickens
and provisions from friends at Bethel Church,
Kans.; dried corn, Mrs. A. Brechbill, Abilene,
Kans.; eggs from Allen Longanecker, Morrison, 111.; a box of children's clothing from
Sunshine Band of Crossroads Sunday School,
Penna.

We do thank each and every one for their
interest and kindness to His work at this
place.
In His love and service,
Carl J. Carlson and workers.

lowa-So. Dakota
SUNNYSIDE BIBLE SCHOOL, Freeman,
S. Dak.—We have had a wonderful eighteenth school year. We thank God for a
choice faculty and a serious student body.
We also thank God for a host of faithful
friends, who have made this school year possible through their gifts and prayers.
•We had four outstanding seasons of blessing during this school year. The Fall Revival and Institute of Music was conducted
by Eld. J. A. Climenhaga. The Mid-winter
Prophetic Bible Institute was conducted by
Dr. Edward Fehr of Kansas. The Spring
Revival was held by Eld. H. W. Landis. And
the Young People's Missionary Conference
was led by Miss Alma E. Doering of Philadelphia, Pa. There were also many other
times of refreshing throughout the year.
Our Commencement season is just past.
It was a gracious climax to a blessed year.
Dr. Fehr was speaker at the Baccalaureate
Service, Sunday evening, May 14, and Rev.
L. B. Rees of Tabor, Iowa, was speaker for
our Commencement exercises on Friday
evening, May 19.
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Calls have come from far and near for
our teachers and students to take over Daily
Vacation Bible Schools, conduct revivals and
perform other Christian service. They covet
your prayers.
Yours for souls,
J. J. Engbrecht.

Pennsylvania
ORDINATION SERVICE — In Carlisle,
Pennsylvania, April 16, 1944, Bro. Ray Smee
and his wife were ordained to the Christian
ministry by Bish. Ginder on Sunday afternoon at 2:00 P. M.
Rev. Smee came to the church as a youth
and has always been vitally interested in
church work. He is a graduate of the
academic department of the Messiah Bible
College, Grantham, Pa. Mrs. Smee is a
graduate of the same place.
We are looking forward to greater activities in Cumberland District since the
ministry has been strengthened and pray
God's blessing on Bro. and Sr. Smee as they
go forward into the great work of carrying
the gospel message to the many needy fields.
The Girls' Chorus of Messiah Bible College rendered a very fine program last
Wednesday evening, May 17.
Sunday, May 21st a baptismal service was
held when four precious souls followed the
Lord in baptism.
May the 28th Paul McBeth and his quartet will give a program in the "A" Street
Church.
We trust much good will be accomplished
and many souls saved through the various
activities in this church from time to time.
—Elizabeth B. Niesley, Cor.
i m+& *

FIVE FORKS REVIVAL—On April 7th a
revival meeting was opened at the Five
Fork Church continuing for two weeks.
Bishop Samuel Wolgemuth of Waynesboro,
Pa., was evangelist, who brought to us
very inspiring and helpful messages. God's
presence and blessing was felt in our midst.
Conviction was on the service and hands
were raised for prayer, but not until the last
night of the service were there any seekers
at an altar of prayer. There were those to
whom God spoke very loudly, but who did
not yield to the call. May we faithfully
pray for those who yielded as well as for
those who did not accept, and may we so
work that some day we may have many
trophies to lay at the Master's feet.

1 ••» i

"SPIRITUAL FEAST"—The two week's
period of Revival Meeting here at the Llewellyn Mission proved to be a real feast for
our souls. We were privileged to have as
our Evangelist Henry A. Ginder of Manheim who served us faithfully not only with
an inspiring sermon each night but also
with many very interesting services for the
children. The average attendance of children
at those services was approximately thirty.
We feel that that part of the campaign was
of great value to the children of this place
and did much toward the increasing of our
Sunday School attendance.
We feel that in this Revival we had the
best attendance and best interest of any in
the past. There were eight seekers of whom
• most were children. We ask special interest in your prayers for these babes in Christ
that they may stand true and let their light
shine among their companions in this sinful community.
We had a very impressive program for
the past Mother's Day with quite a few special features that impressed those who attended. The Chapel was almost completely
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Gas
filled for the service.
We are asking that each one of you pray . Electricity
Furniture, equipment, etc
for the work in general at this place.
Repairs
Postage and advertising
—Cor.
Miscellaneous

_

_

8.10
50.09
26.12
5.59
6.68
3.10
5.59

SOUDERTON, PA.—Our Spring Revival Service and Maintenance
began at Souderton on the 2nd of April with
Total
$623.20
We gratefully acknowledge the following
Eld. Jesse Lady of Grantham as evangelist,
contributions
to
the
Fund
for
the
Heating
and continued until April 16th.
Changes effected in the building, as received
He spoke to us at Silverdale the first during January, February, March: ManorSunday morning about a new song—a song Pequea District, $55.82; Catherine S. Brechbill,
Fayetteville, $10.00; In His Name, $2.00; Ethel
of joy in sorrow.
Eltherington, $5.00; Cross Roads Sunday
Bro. Lady came to us filled with the spirit School (Lancaster Co.), $100.00; Penna. Sunday School Board, $50.00; Friend of Missions,
of God.
Lenkersville Sunday School (MillersWe surely enjoyed the sound teaching $10.00;
burg), $21.00. God bless each one for their
which he brought to us under a well ar- part in these special offering gifts.
ranged series of subjects.
Other Contributions, Provisions, etc.—Mildred Gullette, Mrs. Earl Cutman, Howard
A number of pre-sermon talks were given, "Wolgemuth,
Sr. Wissler, Ida Keefer, Mrs.
on the Home, Talks to Young People, also Hammond (Santa
Cruz, Calif.), nuts, Hoffman
Engle, (Calif.), oranges, Edith Gutshall, Ella
to children.
Gish, James Seiple, Ethel Eltherington, Walter
We had a Bible Conference over Easter Heiseys,
Paul Niesleys, Thural Brehm, Jacob
beginning Good Friday evening.
Heiseys, Zeigler Hess, Sam Keefers, Sr., Mrs.
On Easter morning, Bro. Lady gave us Sam Brehm, Mary Snider.
The kind thoughtfulness of friends in maan inspiring message on the Resurrection.
terial provisions, and sometimes of very -speOne sister was taken seriously ill at the cial
treats, furnishes occasion for humility
closing of the service, but was healed in an- and gratitude, as we reflect on the Lord's
kindness to His servants. The Lord bless one
swer to prayer, praise the Lord.
In the afternoon, Eld. Isaiah Harley spoke and all of the supporters of Missions.
on Thirty Pieces of Silver—a temperance
Financial Statement of Stowe Mission
message on the danger of young people sellOct. 1, 1943 - March 31, 1944
Receipts
ing themselves to evil.
Balance on hand
$ 17.40
There was a good, increasing interest Hall
offerings
359.89
shown and several received special help.
A Friend
4.00
2.00
We believe the Word was given in its Sr. Annie Angeny
A
Friend
5.00
purity and trust that the seed sown will A Brother
11.00
bear fruit.
Bro. and Sr. Mark Keefer
10.00
10.00
May God's blessing continue to be on our Bro. and Sr. Ray Fetteroff
A Brother
10.00
brother as he labors in other places.
A Friend
10.00
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(These financial reports should have appeared in the last issue with the general reports of the missions concerned. Sorry for
the mistake.—Editor.)
Financial Report for Messiah Lighthouse
Chapel, Harrisburg, Pa.
January, February, March, 1944
Deficit as of December 31, 1943
$ 1.07
Receipts
Chapel offerings —
$364.94
Oscar and Rosa Raser
81.90
C. P. S. Offering
24.18
Education Board Offering
58.90
Bethany S. S. (Okla.)
25.00
Gladys Payne
'.
1.00
Wm. Georgiades
5.00
In His Name
1.00
In His Name
1.00
M. Gullette
3.00
Ruth Adams
15.00
Friend of Missions
1.00
Ruth Keller
2.00
Margaret Lehner
1.00
Walter and Martha Bohen
5.00
Theodore Lauchemann
5.00
Miriam Little
5.00
Arthur and Mary Heise
10.00
Edward Gilmore
1.25
Roy Gingerich
5.00
Colyer Sunday School
5.00
Ruth Funk
1.00
Ruth Sticktser
1.00
Mrs. Punk
1.00
Joel E. Carlson
8.00
In His Name .:.
2.00
Total receipts
Less deficit—last quarter
(Erroneously reported as $2.07)
Less disbursements

$635.17
1.07

Balance March 31st

$ 10.90

623.20

Financial Report for Messiah Iiighthouse
Chapel
January, February, March, 1944
Disbursements
Table
$109.03
Milk
18.17
Evangelist
100.00
Education Board Offering
58.90
CPS Offering
_
24.18
(Additional amts. privately given)
Supply of lard
4.77
Car expense
10.25
Water bill
7.14
Pastor's offerings
33.12
Phone (4 months)
17.86
Coal
_
134.10

John Dean Eyster
Rev. R. H. Wenger
Mrs. Martin Heisey
Coyler Sunday School

Expenditures
Water rent
Electric and gas
Table supplies
Mission supplies and repairs
Automobile expenses
Telephone
Chicken Feed
Coal Oil
Miscellaneous

5.00
5.00
1.00
5.00

$455.29

$ 9.10
37.00
187.02
106.32
44.84
18.00
24.20
26.10
2.71
$455.29
In connection with the special coal fund it
seems best to give the lump sum received since
quite a number of donors requested that their
names be not given. If the Lord lays it upon
the hearts of any to contribute for next winter's supply, it will be gratefully received. Due
to the coal rationing or shortage position our
cellar is empty. We were not given all we
ordered but the Lord took care of us by sending a mild winter.
Total received
$144.50
Total spent
106.00
Balance on hand
$ 38.50
Thank you sincerely.
J. A. Climenhaga and Workers.

— MARRIAGES —
DICE-CARTER—On Monday, May 15, 1944,
Corp. John C. Dice of the U. S. Army from
Alaska and Miss Emma Carter of Detroit were
united in marriage at the Brethren in Christ
Maple Grove Church at Rust, Michigan by
Rev. Jos. A. VanderVeer.
Miss Carter was one of the S. S. scholars
who has attended the S. S. since its beginning. May God's richest blessing rest on
this union.
HEISEY-BSHELMAN—On Saturday afternoon, April 29th at 5:00 o'clock Brother David
B. Heisey, of Elizabethtown, Pa., and Sister
Jennie Eshelman, of New Kingston, Pa., were
united in marriage at the home of the officiating minister. Rev. and Mrs. John E. Lebo,
354 North Market St., Elizabethtown, Pa., in
the presence of a few friends. May God's
choicest blessings accompany this married
couple as they journey through life.
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VANDEBVEEB - &ROESBECK — On Saturday afternoon at 4 o'clock, Pvt. Martin Vander
Veer of Florida and Miss Ethel Groesbeck of
Alpina, Mich., were united in marrige at the
Brethren in Christ Maple Grove Church, Rust,
Michigan. In the presence of many relatives
and friends the ceremony was performed by
the groom's father. Rev. Jos. A. VanderVeer.
Both Martin and. Ethel have attended the
Maple Grove Sunday School from its beginning. May God's richest blessing rest on these
young people.

— O B I T U A R I ES —
BEAMER—Naoma Arlene Beamer, daughter
of Bro. and Sr. Osborne Beamer, St. Anns, Ont.
was born February 6, 1043 and went to be
with Jesus May 13, 1944 aged one year, 3
months and 7. days.
Her sorrowing parents, a little sister Joan,
grandparents, relatives and friends are left to
mourn.
A little blossom, who was loved by all, was
so suddenly taken from us. She played about
as usual the morning before she died and her
death came as a shock to those who so dearly
loved her.
The funeral was held at her parents home
conducted by Rev .Marshall Winger, assisted
by Bro. Geo. Traver. The text used was Sol.
6:2 (My beloved is gone down into his garden
. . . to gather lilies). A girl's quartet sang
"Safe in- the Arms of Jesus"; "Gathering
Buds"; "Good-Night and Good-Morning". Four
S. S. girls were pall-bearers.
i
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Mabel, was born to this union. It was her
privilege to lovingly care for her mother during the closing days of her life.
Katie usually enjoyed good health until the
recent few months of decline.
The next to the last day she lived, when
her brother Frank called to see her again, she
had been anticipating his coming. With a
clear mind and open heart, she had been praying and wanted Frank to pray with her. She
said she wanted anybody to pray with her.
Frank prayed for her, and she prayed for the
Lord to save her poor soul. She said she felt
her cousin Anna Ginder, who had been her
life-long confident, was praying for her too.
Afterward, she said she believed God heard
her prayer.
The following day, Saturday, May 13, 1944,
she departed this life at her home near Englewood, Ohio, at the age of 73 years 9 months,
and 3 days. Those who remain to mourn their
loss a r e : a loving husband; the daughter, Mrs.
F. C. Deubner of 2808 Oakridge Drive, Dayton,
Ouio; one brother, Frank Thuma of near
Pleasant Hill, Ohio, and a host of nieces,
nephews and other relatives and friends.
Funeral services were conducted at the
Fairview Brethren in Christ Church near
Englewood, on May 16th, by Eld. E. J. Rohrer,
assisted by Eld. Ohmer U. Herr. Interment
was made in the Fairview Cemetery.
f
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Absent, Yet at Home
E. R.

Taylor

*

BBUBAKEE—Gelasius Brubaker was born
November 18, 1850, died April 20, 1944, aged
93 years, 5 months and 2 days. He was converted in 1897, and was a member of the
Brethren in Christ Church for 47 years.
He is survived by one daughter Mrs. Minnie
M. Ginder; 4 grandchildren, Anna B. Brubaker,
Raymond B. Ginder, Minnie B. Smeltzer, Earl
B. Ginder all of Manheim and 9 great-grandchildren.
His latter years were spent at the Messiah
Home. Ere he passed away, he left a testimony that he saw his Saviour clearly.
Funeral services were held at, Mastersonville
April 23, 1944, in charge of Bish. J. T. Ginder
and Eld v Monroe Dourte. Interment in the adjoining cemetery.
1
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HERSHEY—Jacob Hershey was born in
Dickinson County, Kansas, in the year il887
and passed away May 21, 1944 at the age of 57
years. Henry Hershey, his father, passed away
when Jacob was a small b'oy. His mother, Sr.
Katie Hershey Haugh, departed this life
March 5, 1944. Jacob and his mother lived together for nearly forty years on a farm at
Waukena, California. After his mother's death
he was brought to Upland where, due to his
physical condition, the greater part of his stay
was spent in the San-Antonio Community Hospital. The surviving relatives are cousins.
The funeral was held from the Stone Mortuary in Upland, Calif., and interment in the
Beleview Cemetery, Ontario, Calif., conducted
by Bishop J. H. Wagaman, assisted by Rev.
C. R. Heisey.
1 m*m t
'—
KINCr—Wilbur Clinton King, son of Walter
and Elsie Rowland King, of near Ashland, O.,
was born March 26, 1927 and passed away May
14, 1944 at the early age of 17 years. Death
came a few hours after an accident on a motorcycle in which a companion was killed instantly. He was a student at the Ashland
High School. Wilbur is survived by his parents, one brother Robert of near Ashland, and
three sisters, Doris, of Ashland, and Norma
and Shirley, at home. He was a grandson of
the late Bro. and Sr. John and Ella Rowland
and a grandnephew of the late Bish. H. P.
Steigerwald of So. Africa.
The funeral service was conducted by Bish.
M. L. Dohner and assisted by Rev. James
Davis of the Paradise Hill U. B. Church.
Burial was made in the Chestnut Grove Cemetery.
1 m * »• <
WEYBBI&HT-Katie Deems Thuma, daughter of Benjamin L. Thuma and Elizabeth
Deems Thuma, was born in Manheim, Lancaster County, Pa., August 10, 1870.
She came West as a small child with her
parents who settled in Union Township, Miami
County, Ohio. She w a s second of a family of
four children. An older sister, O'Liva, passed
away at the age of twelve, and her sister
Emma D. went to her eternal reward in the
Spring of 1920.
On January 21, 1894, Katie was united in
marriage to George Weybright of near Englewood, Ohio. They shared a home together in
this community until the time of her decease,
celebrating their Fiftieth Wedding Anniversary in January of this year. One daughter,

Absent from sin, from sorrow, from care,
Absent from sickness, poverty,
despair.
At home with the Lord!
What will it
mean!
Eye hath not seen, mind cannot dream;
Ear hath not heard the music divine,
Heart hath not felt what joy shall be mine!
Were ever precious truths in shorter message given
This moment here on earth- -the
with Christ in heaven!

next-

ZOOK—Noah E. Zook was born in Franklin
County, Pa., September 20, 1860 and departed
this life, May 8, 1944, at the Memorial hospital
Abilene, Kans., at the age of 83 years, 7
months, and 18 days. He was the eldest son of
Bishop Samuel and Maria Zook and the last
member of the family of twelve to depart this
life.
He came to Dickinson county with the family in the year 1880. In the year 1881, he returned to Pennsylvania, for his bride Julia A.
Nye. They were married December 27, 1881 by
his uncle Martin Obersholser. Noah brought
his wife to Dickinson County, Kansas and set
up their home six miles north of Abilene.
To this union were born ten children, three
boys and seven girls. Two preceded their
father in death, Harvey and Mary. Surviving
members of the family a r e : His wife, Julia,
two sons Samuel D. of Abilene, Dr. Harrison
B. of San Diego, Calif., six daughters, Edith
Young of Upland. Emma Miller of Minneapolis, Minn., Bertha Crider and Elizabeth Zook
of Abilene, Florence Engle of Hollywood,
Calif., Hazel Kauffman of Los Angeles, Calif.
When a young man, Mr. Zook accepted
Christ as his personal Saviour and became a
member of the Brethren in Christ Church in
which he served as deacon for a number of
years.
In 1918 he moved to Abilene where he resided until the day of his death.
Funeral services were conducted in the Abilene Church Sunday afternoon, May 14, Rev.
G. E. Whisler officiating, assisted by Bishop
M. G. Engle and Rev. Monroe Book. Text: Ps.
37:37, "Mark the perfect man, and behold the
upright: for the end of that man is peace."
Interment was in the Abilene cemetery.
"MY TESTIMONY OF WHAT JESUS
CHRIST DID FOR ME"—Praying that
this may reach some precious soul and draw
them nearer to our Lord, I am being led
by the Spirit of God to write this testimony
for the "Visitor."
Born in Springfield, Ohio, my mother had
me baptized while yet a baby as was the
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custom of the church to which she belonged.
At the age of five, we moved to another section of town and consequently started in another church. I attended there regularly
up until the age of fifteen never knowing
just why Christ died for me. The church I
attended didn't believe in being saved from
sin and, therefore, did not preach the whole
truth.
As most young worldly folks do, despite
my mother's requests to go to church, I attended only once or twice a year and that
was for communion and Easter. I started
going to movies and dances and the devil
was beginning to get a good grip on me.
At the age of eighteen, I came to a point
in my life where I couldn't understand what
was wrong with me. I began tiring of
worldly pleasures and was seeking for something although I didn't know what at the
time. I dropped on my knees one night after I had come home and prayed. I had never
done that before and told God if He would
help me out this time, I'd be His child forever.
Not long after that, I broke my word and
the devil took hold again. After the devil
had chased me from the East coast to the
West, I returned to Springfield and went
to stay with my aunt and cousins.
As they attended the Brethren in Christ
Church, they invited me to go along. At
first I went, as I enjoyed the singing and
admired the people who went there. I enjoyed hearing their experiences as to what
the Lord had done for them.
I stayed away for awhile and went back
into the old crowd who went to movies. For
three months I rejected the gospel of Jesus
Christ, but thank God! one night after returning from a meeting I fell on my knees
and prayed through. How I praise Him for
it! .
Even after I was saved I was still bound
by the fetters of jealousy, anp-er, and
hatred. -After I was baptized in Christ Jesus, the Lord began to shed light on my
soul as it was. I asked God's help but it
seemed as if I couldn't trust the Lord for
it. I broke down one night and went to the
altar and God graciously forgave and sanctified be. I do praise His dear precious Name
forever!
The other day the Lord blessed me and
showed me I was in the center of His will. I
do praise Him for what He has done for
me and I know if Jesus Christ could save a
sinner like me that He can and will save
anyone. Praise His Name!
—Sr. James Payne, Reynoldsburg, Ohio.

True Rest
Mrs. T. E.
Rest is not
The busy
Rest is the
Of self to

Stoppard
quitting
career;
fitting
one's sphere.

'Tis the brooks motion
Clear without strife,
Fleeting to ocean
After this life.
'Tis loving and serving,
The highest and best;
'Tis onward,
unswerving,
And this is true rest.
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THE PURITY OF LITTLE GIRLS
•
NNIE MILLER was helping Mrs. Burnett

A

with the children's spring and summer
clothes. She had sewed with her for two
weeks in the fall, and had been so industrious and so clever with her needle that
Mrs. Burnette had engaged her far ahead
oi time for the spring sewing. A friend
had told her of the young seamstress and
something of her life.
Annie was an inmate of the Crittendon
Home, and though her baby was now three
years of age, she still stayed on, being a
great help to the matron in the sewing
room of the institution. And because she
was a quiet, well-behaved girl, she was allowed to work out for a week or two now
and then to make a little extra money for
herself and her child.
Mrs. Burnett had grown very fond of
Annie. The girl she could see, was refined,
well educated, and had been reared in a
decent home. And Annie appreciated Mrs.
Burnett's friendly, kind attitude, and did
the very best work she could for her. One
day as she sat in the sewing room, putting
the finishing touches on the little girls'
gingham and linen dresses, Mrs. Burnett
glan.ced out of the window at a car, which
had stopped at her next door neighbor's
gate.
"Look, Annie," she said, "there is Nina
Wilson! Isn't she the loveliest thing? " A
slim figure was coming up the walk, and
both women watched her with interest until she disappeared in the house.
"Nina makes me think of a dainty rose
bud, unfolding before my very eyes," said
Mrs. Burnett.
"Does she live in the next house? I do
not remember having seen her before,
said Annie.
"No, this is her uncle's home. Nina is
the daughter of Judge Wilson who lives
over on Avenue B. She is an only child,
and her parents value her as if she were
made of gold," said Mrs. Burnett with a
smile.
"A pure lovely girl is worth more than
her weight in any earthly treasure," said
Annie quickly.
"That is what Mrs. Wilson thinks and
she is the loveliest mother—my ideal of
what the mother of a sweet young girl
ought to be. she is interested in everything
which touches Nina's life, and yet she is
scrupulously careful as to what those
1
things shall be. She does not forget that
the girl is young; and sees to it that she
has the proper amount of pleasure with
those of her own age. But not one bit of
loose or careless behavior is allowed.
There are no auto rides at night, and no
gatherings of any kind without the presence of some grown person."

•

"How old is she?" asked Annie. "She is
sixteen, a girl's loveliest age, where she is
unfolding so beautifully into womanhood.
And yet it is perhaps the most critical
period of her life, too, when, more than at
any other time, she needs the tender, watchful care of a wise mother. Oh, Mrs. Wilson
has been such a lesson to me in this respect. When my own little daughters have
reached Nina's age, I intend they shall be
guided in just the same way," said Mrs.
Burnett.
There was a little pause, then Annie
looked at Mrs. Burnett and said, "Why
wait until they are budding into lovely
young girlhood to bestow all that watchful
care upon them Mrs. Burnett? Why not
give it to them n o w ? "
"Why they are nothing but children
now," exclaimed Mrs. Burnett in surprise.
"They do not need it now—that is not in
just the same way."
"I know that is how most mother's look
at it, but I also know that it is a very grave
mistake," said Annie sadly. "We have a
habit of looking at childhood as a time of
care-free, happy innocence and forget that
the devil is just as busy putting temptations into the paths of children as of grown
people."
"Oh, I know children are tempted to tell

Little Travelers Zionward
James

Edmeston

Little travelers Zionward,
Each one entering into rest,
In the kingdom of your Lord,
In the mansions of the blest;
There to welcome Jesus waits,
Gives the crown His followers win;
Lift your heads, ye golden gates,
Let the little travelers in.
Who are they whose little feet,
Pacing life's dark journey
through,
Now have reached that heavenly seat
They had ever kept in view?
"I, from Greenland's frozen land";
"I, from India's sultry
plain";
"I, from Africa's barren sand";
'I, from islands of the main"
"All our earthly journey passed,
Every tear and pain gone by,
Here together met at last
At the portal of the sky,
Each the welcome 'Come' awaits,
Conquerors over death and sin."
Lift your heads, ye golded gates,
Let the little travelers in.
—Selected

June 5, 1944
stories and deceive their parents and even
t o take things which do not belong to
them; but surely, Annie, you can't think
that the question of virtue touches a little
girl's life as it does an older one," said
Mrs. Burnett.
"Perhaps not; yet, I do mean that the
question of a little girl's purity is often at
stake," said Annie. " I believe that many a
girl who falls when she is sixteen or eighteen or twenty, in spite of the tender, watchful care of her mother, would have been
saved that terrible step if her mother had
given her the same protecting care when
s*he was six or eight or ten years of age."
Mrs. Burnett looked at the young woman
in silence, too much surprised to speak.
"Listen, Mrs. Burnett," said Annie, "You
know that I have a little fatherless child
at the Home. But you do not know any of
the particulars of my story. Painful as it
is I am going to tell you that story hoping
that it will put you on your guard about
your own little girls. My mother was a
good woman, but she did not see that from
the time a girl begins to play with other
children, every year of her life is a critical
one. No, like you, she thought that the
very innocence of childhood would see me
safely through those early years, and then,
with the dawning of young womanhood,
she became tenderly solicitous and on her
guard. But it was too late. I had started
wrong when I was eight years old."
"How terrible!" cried the other woman.
"It is not necessary to conclude that I
was an unusually depraved child. I was
not, but I did have the intense curiosity
about life's mysteries that other children
have, and since I was allowed to play very
freely with the little neighbor boys and
girls, in the orchard, in the wood-lot, and
in the large barn on my father's place, we
children had ample opportunity to say and
do a great many things which our parents
never even dreamed of. And yet," said the
girl, with a bitter smile, " I have heard the
mothers in our neighborhood congratulate
themselves that we children had such a safe
place to play as my father's big old barn
with its many stalls and loft full of sweet,
clean hay."
Here Mrs. Burnett made a sudden motion as if to rise from her chair, and her
eyes glanced uneasily out the back window
toward the garage—a favorite place for
her children and their friends to play. But
she sank back again as Annie continued
her story.
"Of course, we knew we were being very
bad children, but the devil whispered that
it didn't make much difference what children did when they were so young; that
we would not even think of such naughty
things when we grew older, but we would
be pretty and sweet and good, like all the
grown young ladies we knew. This went on,
now and then for several years. By the time

.
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minister said the trouble with the grown
Christian Courtesy
ones began back in childhood; that he
didn't see how it was possible to produce
Alfred S. Rotz
a generation of modest young women from
a crowd of half-clad little girls; and that
HE observance of a few simple rules of
when a mother thoughtlessly followed the
etiquette will go a long way towards
styles of today in dressing her little daughmaking this world a more pleasant place
ter, she was making her exposed little body
in which to live. It is true, courtesy is not
a target for the white slaver by the time
religion but it is a well known fact that
she was six years old."
the religion of the Lord Jesus Christ will
A silence fell between the two women. always make a person more loving, more
Mrs. Burnett was grave and thoughtful, pleasant, more congeniel, more gentle and
and the excitement died out of Annie's more considerate of the rights of others. It
eyes. At last she said quietly, "The time tends to culture and refinement, not as
will come, I suppose, when my little girl the world considers refinement in their
will learn from some one that her mother 'pride and vanity; but it develops that in
has not always been a good woman. But the human soul which tends to purity of
by the grace of God she shall never be able thought and the revival of that beauty
to say that I was a careless mother, for I which was in man before sin entered into
shall guard her purity as the most price- the world.
less thing on earth—not only the purity of
The art of Christian courtesy can be
her young womanhood, but of her childstrikingly developed by a united effort of
hood, as well. All because I want her to
both the spiritual and human side of life.
be a modest as well as virtuous child. I
The world can make a good display of exshall not put dresses on her which only
quisite loveliness and good manners which
half cover her little body."
is often artificial, when beneath the camou" I believe that you are going to be a flage there is bitter envy and hatred. If
wise and good mother, Annie," said Mrs. courtesy can be shown under such adverse
Burnett, "and there is no reason why I circumstances, much more may the Chrisshouldn't be, also. I am going for a few tian manifest a spirit of loving kindness,
minutes, out to see what the children are for it is the nature of religion itself to
doing."
make folks attractive, beautiful in charShe paused at the door, looked back, and acter, unselfish and kind even to those who
said, "And while I am gone you may begin are the extreme opposite.
to rip the hems out of those dresses. We
Christian courtesy is an art that should
will let them down so they will cover the by all means be cultivated in our everyday
little girls' knees."—From the Gospel life. The lack of courtesy is a great handiHerald. Selected by C. Teal.
cap in the making of a strong personality.
Words unfitly spoken, or simply a careless
tone of voice may injure another's feelings
My Mansion in Heaven
and destroy much good. It is thus exceed"There is May, twelve years old, and
ingly important to observe the rights of
large for her age. It is very natural that / have a mansion up in glory,
others even in the most trivial affairs of
Not made with hands;
she should still be but a child in your eyes
life. It is the little acts of kindless, love
Prepared
by
Jesus,
wondrous
story,
—but she doesn't look that way to other
and mercy and forgetfulness of self that in
Complete it stands,
people. She is developing rapidly, and
the main make beautiful characters.
will soon pass from childhood to young When Jesus calls me I'll be ready
Good manners are essential to ChrisFor the blest
flight;
womanhood. Yet between her socks and the
tian
living; they smoothe out the rough
short dresses we have just finished for her, And while I'm waiting I'll keep ready,
places in life. They generate love and rethere is a stretch of big, bare legs reaching
Walk in His light.
spect one for another. They always reward
half way to her waist. And Dorothy's
the donators of kind words with a sweet
That
mansion
just
as
Father
planned
it,
dresses are even worse. Neither of them
consciousness of having added to the hapIn heaven above;
have sleeves in their dresses and the necks
piness and comfort of someone. The best
Awaits
me
(Can
I
understand
it?)
are cut very low. Of course Dorothy is
place to begin courtesy is in the home with
Through changeless love,
only six years old, but Mrs. Burnett, how
father, mother, brothers and sisters. Folks
Anticipations
sweet
are
filling,
can you expect her to grow into a modest
sometimes have an idea that it matters not
My
heart
today;
young girl when all her life she has been
so much how we address those of our own
And
more
and
more
these
thoughts
are
used to exposing the larger part of her
family, but it matters so much that it often
thrilling—•
body to the gaze of the public?
causes contentions, disputes, and divisions,
In this glad way.
"People have a lot to say these days
sometimes separating families. "There is
about immodest dress of women and young Come witii us and share heavens treas- beauty all around when there's love at
ures,
girls, but I think the most indecently clad
home"; but when love and respect are
A rich reward;
creature among us is the average little
absent in the home, the most beautiful surAmerican girl, whether she is six or Offered so freely in Love's measure,
roundings become a habitation of evil
By Christ our Lord.
twelve," cried Annie, her eyes bright with
spirits.
intense feeling. "I have heard but one min- His "whosoever" has included
The art of true politeness must be an outister speak on this subject; the others are
Both you and me;
growth of Christian character. To have a
busy crying out against the insufficient Don't by the tempter be deluded—
form of politeness without a true motive
dress of older girls and women. But this
Heaven's home is
free!—Adapted.
(Continued on page 192)

I was twelve years of age I began to realize
that it was not so easy to be a sweet, pure
young girl as I had thought it would be.
I truly wanted to be, but the memory of
those ugly things back there beat me down.
I felt that I could never be like girls whose
childhood had no black spots, because they
had been better cared for.
" 'What's the use of trying to be sweet
and pure now?' I asked myself. 'I am different, and nothing can alter the fact.' So
I grew reckless, and you know the rest of
the story."
By this time the girl was weeping and
as she wiped the tears from her eyes she
cried out, "Oh, that mothers would realize
how priceless is the modesty and the purity
of little girlhood! If they did, they would
not be so careless of it, not take so much
for granted.
They seem to think that the childs chastity is a question of the future; but it isn't
true—it is a question of now, and because
parents do not see this, children are left together in the most unguarded way, and sin
is much more common among them than
you have any idea of.
"I want to say another thing, Mrs. Burnett, which may cost me your friendship,
and that is that the dresses you # have made
for Dorothy and May are not modest. Oh,
I know they are in style, but I believe with
all my heart that the devil gets up the
styles for little girls these days. I am not
surprised that worldly people should be
governed by such fashions, but the thing
I cannot understand is that you Christian
mothers will fall right in line and send
your little daughters out half naked just
because it is the style.

T
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The Power of Prayer
Sadie Book
ceases to inspire me with awe as
I TI NEVER
meditate upon the faithfulness of the
Holy Spirit in prompting God's children to
pray for others just at the moment when a
critical need has arisen, although the one
needing prayer may be some distance from
the one who is prompted to pray.

Let me illustrate by an experience which
I had while in Africa. We were on our
way home from a service at an Outstation
called Mqalaza, when a rein came loose
from the bridle of one of the front mules.
This made it impossible for the native
driver to guide the mules through the thick
bush where we were following only a native
footpath. The mules soon sensed that
something was wrong and became frightened, dashing off at full speed. Thus we were
in momentary danger of crashing into a
tree.
Both drivers tried to slow down the
mules by giving a whistling call'which is
customary among mule-drivers in Rhodesia. I too helped to whistle thinking it
might cause the sound to penetrate the
hearing of the mules a little sooner. At the
same time my heart breathed a prayer for
saftey. But it seemed that all of our efforts
availed nothing and the driver hesitated to
jump out while the mules were going so
fast.
But all at once the mules, seemingly of
of their own volition, slackened their pace
and the head-driver taking advantage of
that brief lull, sprang from the wagon. He
quickly ran to the lead mules and grabbed
their bridles whereby he gradually had the
four mules standing quietly. I can remember yet how my knees shook as I got
out of the wagon to wait until the harness
was repaired but in my heart there was
thankfulness to God that no one had been
injured.
When we arrived home that evening one
of my Sister co-workers asked me if we
had been in any danger that day. I was
rather surprised as I had told no one of
our experience. Then I told her that the
mules had started to run away and wondered why she asked such a question as this
was only one of many similar trips. Before replying she wanted to know at what
time of day this took place, whereupon
she said it was the very hour in which the
Holy Spirit had prompted her to kneel
down and pray for us as we were in some
'danger. Although she was busily engaged
with something else she did not hesitate
but promptly obeyed and God graciously
answered her prayer. Had she not done
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so, the outcome of the runaway might have
been quite different.
Then I wondered whether there might
have been other times, both in dangers seen
and unseen as we traveled hundreds of
miles in itinerating, that catastrophies were
averted because someone prayed. There
were said to be many poisonous snakes on
the veldt and it would have been so easy
for them to crawl into our tent but we
seldom saw any. Perhaps it was because
someone was praying even in this country. Again in fording many swollen
streams during the rainy season, God always brought us safely through in spite of
high water and quicksand. Eternity may
reveal whose prayers were being answered.
As I think upon the power of prayer for
needs which we see and know or for needs
of which we have no definite knowledge, it
comes home to me with renewed force what
a great responsibility we have to be faithful in prayer. Do we live in such close
touch with God that He can entrust us with
a message from Heaven for some specific
need?
It is precious to know that we can be
made definite channels of blessing in our
prayer life. How comforting it is to those
who have loved ones in dangerous places
during this present war, to know that God
can flash a message even more quickly than
by radio, to tell us of some special need
of prayer for our loved ones. And most
precious of all is the assurance that He "Is
able to do exceeding abundantly above all
that we ask or thank according to the
power that worketh in us." (Eph. 3:20).
Grantham, Pa.

The Challenge of Heathendom

A

S AN unexplored region is a challenge
to an explorer, as an impregnable
fortress is a challenge to a conquering
army, as a mass of people is a challenging
opportunity to the commercial man; so is
the vast dominion of heathendom a challenge to every child of God. It is the
greatest challenge faced by man. Its vastness, its ignorance, its neglect, its degradation, its hopelessness, its oppression, its
dire need, and its call are each a challenge
in themselves, and combined they make a
stupendous demand upon the prayerful attention of every professing Christian.
It is estimated that there are over a billion souls who have never adequately heard
the Gospel—a billion souls steeped in the
awfulness of heathenism.
Heathenism
has been described as an active, germinating process of sin production, such as one
can never dream of. Take moral conditions at their worst, as you know them in
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the homeland, multiply them a hundred
.fold, add to them idolatry and demon
worship with its centuries of binding oppression; divide them by hate and strife;
cover this picture with a black sky of
hopelessness and a murky mist of hellish
superstition, and contemplate it in the
light of the terrible* fact that this heathenism is increasing at an alarming rate.
There are today two hundred, million more
rwBman beings found in this fearful condition than there were a century ago.
In heathen lands the people are dying
at the rate of 86,000 a day. Every second
of time one soul in utter darkness is
dragged down to eternity without having
heard the name of Jesus, the only Name
in which is salvation.
Lift up your eyes and look upon the
fields, and list to the cry of the millions:
Japan calls, nearly sixty million are
there, of whom eighty per cent disclaim
any religious connection what ever; appalling increase in crime, fearful slum conditions, and licensed vice degrade the whole
nation, even while its culture and worldly
progress are surprising.
Beyond are
China's millions, newly-awakened, loveable, clever, with huge reserves of skill
and power, torn by civil wars, chafing
under treaties they call unfair; four hundred million of them, groping in a dim
twilight peopled with evil spirits and
darkened with gross superstition, fully one
half of whom are ignorant of the power
of true religion. Yonder are the teeming plains of India with their child-wives
and wretched widows, where three hundred and fifty million wait, heart-hungry,
mocked by three hundred million idol
gods, enslaved by the iron bands of caste
and superstition, and tantalized by a hopeless Buddhism and a sensuous Hinduism.
Africa has one hundred and fifty million,
nearly all unsaved and caught in the
meshes of witchcraft and fear, and from
her land there rise the ghastly death wails
of fifteen thousand a day, who enter the
Unknown Blackness with only demons for
guides. South America with the largest
unoccupied mission fields in the world,
has sixty million deluded by Catholicism,
waiting for the Light.
See the joyless faces of heathenism as
they tramp, tramp, in monotonous despair
from the cradle to the grave, with no gladness, no happiness, no radiant beauty,
with only darkness and despair, and with
a heart continually seeking after God. As
we watch the sad and gloomy procession
we see a young girl of not more than a
dozen years, but her face is sad and hopeless. Her hair has been shaven close to
her head. She is a widow of India. Married in great pomp and splendor at the
age of six to an old man of seventy, at
twelve she is a widow—despised, rejected,
cursed, blamed for her husband's death.
There comes a pretty innocent child of
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five, dragged along by a hard, viciousMore than nineteen hundred long years
looking priest. Her parents have sold her ago Christ commanded His followers to
to a life of public shame; she is married go into all the world and preach the Gosto the gods of the temple. Yonder is a pel to every creature, and still the giganwoman with countenance sad and down- tic task is scarcely more than begun. Jesus
cast whose form shakes with uncontroll- said, "If ye love Me, ye will keep My
able sobs. Her newly born babe, instead commandments." One-half the world has
of being the longed for boy was only a not yet heard the story, and yet we claim
despised, unwanted girl, and she is cursed to love Him. Christian America, so blessby her husband and hated by his relatives. ed by God with enlightenment, prosperity,
For what good is a girl?
Next is a and education is sadly lacking in misstooped, decrepit man with emaciated sionary zeal and fervor. She sits easily
form and tottering step. For sixty years in the lap of luxury, unthinkingly spendhe has unceasingly sought satisfaction of
ing many times more for mere trifles
soul. He has visited every sacred' shrine, than she does for the spreading of the
bathed in every holy river, measured his Gospel. The heathen will perish but God
own length upon the ground for many a will hold us responsible for their doom.
weary mile, and now he is swiftly nearing God help us to awaken to our responthe grave and still his heart is unsatisfied. sibility! Ignorance concerning conditions
There by the roadside with the tropical is no excuse. God will hold us responsun beating down hot upon him is an in- s i b l e for what we might have known.
firm, half-blind man—too old and too sick
The field is white, the doors are open,
to be of any use, he has been cast out to
the
need is urgent, and the responsibility
die—helpless, uncared for, and alone. In
yonder hut a youth of twelve lies dying is ours. A thousand million souls must
amid the wails and screams of his frantic be saved within the next twenty-five years
loved ones, at the mercy of the ignorant or they can never be saved.
Ministers of the Gospel! Present the
and superstitious African witch-doctor.
Girls' clothes lie over the bed, to deceive appeal to your flocks. Instruct them. Stir
the evil spirits. Incisions have been made their hearts to action. Urge them to pray,
in his body to let out the poison. From to give, to go.
yonder bush come the faint moans of a
Parents! How are you shaping the funew born infant—cast out to die because ture for your children? Are you holding
of a slight deformity.
them back, reluctant to let them go when
"How then shall they call on Him in God calls them? Count it an honor and
Whom they have not believed? and how a privilege to give your sons and daughshall they believe in Him of Whom they ters. Give them up gladly for the Lord
have not heard? and how shall they hear you love.
without a preacher? and how shall they
Young People!
Ye who are standing
preach except they be sent?"
at the cross roads of life? Keep your
Oh! the call comes thundering in clarion spiritual ears alert and your heart open
tones across the centuries to u3 today, how and seek if perchance God will not allow
shall they?
you to go. Volunteer for service. God is
waiting, for volunteers.
"Perishing, perishing, thronging our pathChristian men and women! Ii you come
way
under none of the former classes or if
Hearts break with, burdens too heavy to ,you do. God is calling you to pray—
bear,
f without prayer nothing can be accomplishJesus would save but there's no one to tellj 'ed; prayer is the first and chief method
them
[of solving the missionary problem—and
No one to lift them from sin andj Jto give of your means, to sacrifice that
despair."
all the world may hear.
Dare you sit idly by with hands folded,
God might have proclaimed with a
enjoying your blood-bought privileges,
voice of thunder; He might have emblazdisclaiming any responsibility in the matoned it in flaming letters upon the skv:
ter, saying there is enough to be done at
He might have sent white-winged angels
home ?
to tell the glad storv; but such was not
Dare you refuse on the ground that
His plan. He has ordained human agency
there
is nothing you can do, that you have
in nassing the Gospel on to mankind.
no talents? Dare you thus neglect the
It is not only a privilege and a golden
souls for whom Christ died? God has put
opportunity, but it is the supreme dutv
you in trust with the Gospel for these
of. every Christian. We —you and I—are
perishing heathen souls. He is dependresponsible for evangelizing the heathen
ing on you. If you fail Him He has
of this generation. "I am debtor" is the
made no other provision. Are you doing
terse, practical sentence in which Paul
your part? Are you being true, or are
sums it all up. It is not a mere sentiment.
you disappointing Him?
It is not a notion. It is not a fad. It is a
debt, a matter of common honesty.
Selected by Verda Moyer
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The " A m e n s " of the New
Testament
(Continued from 179)
need the frequent insult to their intelligence and spirit of cooperation that you
give when you say, Now stick with me—
come on now, say "Amen!" or "What
makes it so quiet around here?—Come on
now!" We may be sheep but it irks one's
sense of fitness to be talked to like barnyard animals, and it's most unpleasant to
agree heartily inside with what you say and
then be accused of disagreeing. Don't you
lyiow that one simply can't say "Amen"
while you are picturing moral collapse,
spiritual apostasy or anything of that nature?"
Most of the epistolary books close with
a benediction to which is attached the
"Amen". A number of representative ones
are herewith given: "To God, only wise,
be glory, through Jesus Christ, forever,
Amen." "The grace of the Lord Jesus
Christ, be with you all. Amen." "To the
only wise God our Saviour, be glory and
majesty, dominion and power, both now
and for ever. Amen." A word well spoken,
found anywhere in a book can be called a
benediction. The one in the beginning of
Revelation is worthy of note: Unto him
that loved us, and washed us from our
sins in his own blood, and hath made us
kings and priests unto God and his Father:
to him be glory and dominion for ever
and ever. Amen."
We do well to remember that all of
these "Amens" are given in connection
with words of blessings and not words of
denunciations. In the book of Revelation
the second coming of Christ is sanctioned
or augmented with an "Amen." "Surely I
come quickly. Amen", Once in the book
Our Christ is called "The Amen." "These
things saith the Amen, the faithful and
true witness, the beginning of the Creation
of God." The book closes with "The grace
of our Lord Jesus Christ be with you all.
Amen."
In conclusion let us note in summary the
ways "Amen" is used in the New Testament writing. It is given in connection
with the kingdom, power and glory of The
Almighty God. It is mentioned when reference is made to the working, praise and
blessing of God. It is given in exaltation
when reference is made to the Great Creator. It closes benedictions. It is used in
connection with the Second Coming of
Christ and once Christ is so named. Would
we not act wisely if we would strive to confine our usage of the word in the same
way? Our prayers should be presented to
God, The Father, through Jesus Christ.
Various forms may be used as "This we
ask in Jesus' Name. Amen." "For Jesus'
Sake. Amen." "Through Christ, our Lord.
Amen." In all these things Christ is exalted and He should be exalted therefore
an "Amen" can be given.
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This Department, conducted by the General S. S. Board, appears in the first issue of each month.
All material for this Dept. should be sent to C. W. Boyer, Sec'y, 21(11 Windsor Road. Dayton, O.

"GLEANINGS" FROM 1943 SUNDAY SCHOOL REPORTS
The following "Gleanings" are taken from
page 4 of the Sunday School Report Blank,
which asks for comments concerning various
phases of the work of the local School. We
believe these comments on Encouraging Aspects and also Problems will be of interest
to all Sunday School workers. Perhaps they
will provide a stimulus for your faith, or a
suggestion which you can use. Additional
"Gleanings" on other phases will appear in
the next issue of this Department.
Encouraging Aspects or Developments
Your Work During the Past Year

in

We have felt an increasing spirit of enthusiasm which has been noted in almost
every phase of the school.
—Waynesboro S. S., Pa.
Special offerings show a good increase.
—Silverdale S. S., Pa.
We had a great deal better attendance
the past year than before. The people are
interested in the work.
—Pine Forge S. S., Pa.
Average attendance increased and maintained- during the summer
months.
—Palmyra S. S., Pa.
We have less tardiness than other years.
—Mountain Chapel, Pa.
Increase in enrollment from 70 to 98,
increase 40 % .
—Messiah Lighthouse Chapel, Pa.
Special period each Sunday for special
children singing..
Several adult classes were interested in
sewing for missions, remembering poor at
Christmas, India orphan girl.
—Maytown, Pa.
An increase in teaching efficiency, especially in the Beginners and Primary
grades.
—Manor, Pa.
Considering that this is the first year's
attempt at this place, it is very complimentary that the community implores us
not to discontinue our efforts.
—Lenkersville, Pa.
A very large Primary department.
—Grantham, Pa.
Recognizing our losses as indicated under item 28 (a number of boys to the
Army and C. P. S., and a few of our enrolees thru indifference and backsliding),
we feel the Lord has blessed our continued
and prolonged efforts in that we have

gained 2.7% in our average attendance
over the previous year.
—Carlisle, Pa.
We have a good regular attendance.
Each family attends regularly.
—Leonard Mission, Mich.
Some families who showed little interest
in the S. S. before are now coming part
time. We are encouraged to believe God
for greater results.
-—Grassy Springs, Ky.
We began a Home Department at the
beginning of 1943. We had enrolled a
young father bedfast with T. B. During
the year he was saved and baptized and is
enjoying the blessing of Salvation.
—Bloomington, Ky.
The Home
year has been
our members,
50, passed to
of December.
with Jesus.

Dept. which we began this
a blessing to some. One of
a little crippled lady, age
her reward the latter part
She was eager to go and be
—Beulah Chapel, Ky.

Out of This Life
Out of my life I shall never take
Things of silver and gold I make.
All that I cherish and hoard away,
After I leave, on the earth must stay.
Though I have toiled for a painting rare
To hang on my wall, I must leave it there.
Though I call it mine and I boast its worth
I must give it up when I quit the earth.
All that I gather and all that I keep,
I must leave behind when I fall asleep.
And I wonder oft what I shall own
In that other life, when I pass alone.
What shall they find and what shall they
see
In the soul that answers the call for me?
Shall the great judge learn when my task
is through,
That my spirit had gathered some riches
too?
Or shall at the last it be mine to find
That all I had worked for Fd left behind?
•—Anon.
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During the year a group of four children from one family have been gathered
into the S. S.
—Abilene, Kans.
I feel very much encouraged with our
School. More interest is being shown by
teachers in getting scholars to attend.
—Oak Park, Des Moines, la.
We have started to operate a branch S. S.
at Adel, la., for the last three months of
1943. This has been growing. Also we
have had several families that come regularly as a result of personal contact, prayer
and a definite revival spirit. Several in
the families are going to join the Church.
-—Dallas Center, la.
Large number of Young People.
—Union Grove, Ind.
We are very much encouraged over the
increase in our average attendance, besides
more than doubling our S. S. Standard
percentage. We also organized a special
period for the children which includes
singing, Bible stories, temperance instruction, object lessons, etc. The last point has
helped maintain the interest of the children. We are still working on ways of improvement throughout our S. S.
—Christian Union, Ind.
This is a good field.
—Franklin Corners, 111.
Children contacted through D. V. B. S.
and brought into S. S.
—Welland Mission, Ont.
Our large number of students has
brought up our enrollment.
—Ontario Bible School.
Our youth are mostly joining our
Church and are faithful Bible readers, and
attendance is good by our youth groups.
—Cheapside, Ont.
Better community spirit due to gas
rationing, thereby bringing more local
people together.
—Waukena, Calif.
The second Sunday in January 1943 five
people were present. One year later 39
were present. People seem hungry for the
Word. They seem to have little or no religious background.
—Ripley, Calif.
Growing enrollment and attendance. Enthusiastic interest in the S. S. shown by the
scholars. A feeling of responsibility growing on the part of some who humbly seek
to carry their share of the load, teaching,
superintending, singing, etc.
—Open Bible, Sunnymead, Calif.
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Continued interest, even though most of
the students are transients.
—Ontario Auto Park, Calif.

Our problem was order—got it under
control—order excellent.
—Oak Park, Des Moines, la.

Since the Young People have taken an
interest and their interest was met. we are
averaging about 80 per Sunday, although
we were forced to change our location.
—Norco, Calif.

One of our problems is inadequate space
and although we have a growing building
fund, we cannot build just now. However
we have divided our clases with screens
and curtains and that has proved very
beneficial. We have enrolled in the Traveling Library in the past year, and that has
helped with our reading problems. Good
interest is shown in the library.

Gained new members to fill vacancies of
those who moved.
—Chino, Calif.
A definite interest in salvatiori is shown
by the children.
—Alta Loma, Calif.
Problems,

With Solutions
. or Desired

Reached

Our S. S. is held in a dwelling house,
which is not so convenient, but the best we
can do for the duration. We desire an interest in your prayers.
—Three Springs, Pa.
Problem: How can we attain to more
tardiness in S. S. ( ? )
We so desire to have help, for which we
are in need. We do need a shepherd to
lead us. We are praying that God will
supply one.
—Rainsburg, Pa.
One of our greatest problems is to get
children to Sunday School whose parents
are unsympathetic to S. S. activities, and
with no concern for their children's spiritual guidance. No solution as yet.
—Philadelphia Mission, Pa.
Our desire is to make the scholars feel
more reverent in the S. S.
—Ganister, Pa.
Our big problem seems to be to maintain and increase our attendance, and our
success seems to depend upon soliciting and
securing the cooperation of our enrolees
for visitation.
—Carlisle, Pa.
How to get our children established in
their Christian experience.
—Dayton Mission, Ohio
Boys and young men many times remain
outside of building during S. S. session.
Solution desired.
—Grassy Springs, Ky.
Indifference on the part of parents. Discipline problems.
—Bloomington, Ky.
Rather few in number. We are becoming rather short in prospective material
for the workers of the future.
—Abilene, Kans.
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—Dallas Center, la.
Teen age boys leaving.
—Madison Chapel, Ind.
There are so few workers here that there
is little time for extra S. S. work, visitation, V. P. S., etc. We need your prayers,
and also additional help.
—Franklin Corners, 111.
How to instill in the minds of the people the necessity of regular attendance.
They seem to have no convictions about
keeping the Lord's day.
What should be laid as a foundation in
teaching Heathen?
—Ripley, Calif.
How can the adults of our community
be reached when they have become soured
on religion due to former church quarrels?
—Alta Loma, Calif.
Our greatest problem is holding our adolescent youth, who want to quit coming,
because of outside influence, and because
the class is so small.
—Chino, Calif. *
I would like to see more of an evangelistic approach. (From extension worker's
viewpoint).
—Norco, Calif.
Discipline problems, particularly in the
13-17 age group, reared in this age of selfexpression. All other methods failed, love
of and respect for leadership failed to
bring results—but in desperation, calling
on God wrought a miracle.
—Open Bible, Sunnymead, Calif.
(Note: No doubt you noticed above that
one School (name withheld) wishes to know
how to attain to "more tardiness" in S. S-!
Would someone like to formulate a set of
"Rules" for attaining this objective ? We are
sure that some very interesting and effective
rules could be prescribed. Why not try it.
(Perhaps you can write from personal experience!) Take for your subject: How to
Attain to More Tardiness in S. S., and send
your "Rules" in for publication. Send to C.
W. Boyer, 2101 Windsor Rd., Dayton 5, O.).
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Poem on Second Quarter
School Lessons 19kU
Fannie E.

Sunday

Davidson

I
One glimpse of Christ and changed for aye,
Henceforth he would His will obey.
II—Easter
The victory won o'er sin and
The life transfused with living

death.
breath.

Ill
He ne'er again sought earth's applause,
But unashamed he owned His cause.
IV
And when the Spirit bade him, "Go,"
He joyfully obeyed, we know.
V
He'd have the Gentiles, saved by grace,
Freed from the Jewish pride of race.
VI
From place to place the Spirit led,
Though oft he suffered, once left dead.
VII
In every place He proved his Lord,
The One the prophets looked toward.
VIII
He said of gifts that edified.
Love, would the greatest, e'er abide.
IX
Afflictions cleaved the soul from earth;
Things unseen proved of real worth.
X
In Christ they shared of heaven's best,
When He empowered, their works were
blest.
XI
As God forgave they should forgive,
And as their Lord for others live.
XII
That faithfulness a crown would win,
If they endured and kept from sin.
XII—Temperance
As Daniel they should bravely stand,
Against that which defiled the land.
—Garrett, Ind.
(We are happy to present another "Review poem" by Sr. Davidson. Perhaps some
will remember the first poem of this kind
which appeared in an earlier issue. In this
poem Sr. Davidson has endeavored to sum.marize in a two-line stanza the central truth
of each lesson, and we believe she has succeeded well in this purpose. We anticipated
that a "Review Poem" will now be a regular
feature of this Department, to appear the
last month of each quarter, and believe that
many Superintendents will find ways to use
this poem to add interest during the opening
or closing period of the School on Reveiw
Sunday.)
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THE MOST DANGEROUS DECEPTION
Mrs. Fannie Erb
HE hardened sinner that wakes up in
hell, will not be so very much surprised, for he knew he was hell deserving,
and fully expected to go there. He no
doubt will feel great pangs of remorse as
he remembers how he spurned God's wonderful mercy; how often he rejected the
claims of the gospel; how cruelly he
trampled upon the precious blood of Jesus.
But he did it all with an open heart; he
was not deceived.
The moral man who depended on his
good works, and morality to get him
through, will be more surprised. He did
not make a profession of religion, therefore he was no hypocrite. He did not expect a high seat in Heaven^ but he did not
expect to land in hell. Therefore he was
deceived in thinking his moral standing
would take the place of salvation, which
was gained at such fearful cost.

T

Then there is the man or woman who is
caught in the snare of false doctrine. At
first it sounded so much like the real,
that they thought there would be no harm
in fellowshipping it a little. But they
failed to realize that anything which belongs to the devil has barbs to it,-and entanglements, so that the more you want to
get loose, the more entangled you become.
It has been said, that only one in a thousand ever gets free again, the deception is
so complete, and delusive.
But the man or woman who is on the
most dangerous ground, is the man or
woman who can do mean, cruel, hateful,
and malicious things, and think they are
doing God service. Have we a Scripture
for this? Listen! "They shall put you out
of the synagogues: yea, the time cometh,
that whosoever killeth you, will think he
doeth God service." (St. John 16-2). This
was the sprit that crucified Jesus, that
killed the good prophets, and persecuted
and martyred millions of holy saints all
down the ages, and is in the world today.
The Apostle Paul was caught in this
snare. Breathing out threatenings, he went
from city to city, and hailing men and
woman, committed them to prison. (Acts
22-4). But how bitterly he lamented this
later on, when God through a mighty
miracle opened his eyes to^his real heart
condition. He called himself the chiefest
of sinners, because he says. "I persecuted
the church." But he thought he was doing
God a service. He was doing it out of a misdirected zeal. How careful we need to be,
that we do nothing, but what springs from
a heart of love. Love can be firm, unyielding to wrong, but always kind to everybody.
Love never stoops to understand manipulations; never is unfair; never exalts self
at the expense of another; is never jealous,

or proud, or domineering. Love would
rather suffer wrong than do wrong. Love
is not cold, starchy, stiff, and arrogant; but
is easy to be entreated, very reasonable,
and forgetful of self.
But in order that the soul may keep
filled with divine love, self must be kept
on the cross, and Jesus upon the throne of
the heart. Jesus will never take second
place. To compromise the least bit with
the world or self, will cause trouble, and
if persisted in, will cause Jesus to vacate.
Self will then once more get into the saddle. This is where the most dangerous of
all deceptions begins.
In the first stages of their sanctified experience they were humble, leadable, and
teachable. But as God entrusted them with
Holy Ghost power, and people began to
look up to them, and they tasted of the
sweets of leadership, the great enemy of
our souls was on hand to flatter. And instead of hunting the secret closet, and imploring the help of God to overcome this
most subtle temptation of the crafty old
devil, they allowed self-praise to filter in,
then spiritual pride, then self-importance,
and finally carnal control.
Now the devil :„ kes them believe they
are indispensable to the great cause of
God, that unless they bring about certain
results, the whole thing will collapse, and
God's work would go to pieces. So the
Enemy of all righteousness makes them
believe that the, "end justifies the means,"
though these means may be of the most
underhanded, unfair, or even cruel nature
possible. The Word says, (Rom. 3:8) that

The Cross, My Joy
Charles M.

Sheldon

Oh, Gift of God, I bring to thee
Myself, for thou hast ransomed me,
And day by day my song shall be,
The Cross, the Cross, is all my joy!
I place my faith in thee alone,
For in my darkness thou hast shown
The path of life, before
unknown;
The Cross, the Cross, is all my joy!
Oh sacred hope of endless peace!
Where sorrows shall forever cease;
My soul from sin lias found release!
The Cross, the Cross, is all my joy!
And,
The
And
The

when the end shall come, I'll sing
song of my Eternal King,
rise on Life's exultant
wing,—
Cross, the Cross, is all my joy!
—Selected
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it is wrong to do evil that good may come,
which only proves that God is so great,
and so capable of running His own affairs,
that He does not need ever in the least degree, to stoop to any questionable or doubtlul schemes to bring about His designs. He
can manage very well without the least assistance of the old devil, and woe to the
man or woman who dares to touch the ark
to steady it, when God has control.
But because God does not bring speedy
judgment, and these folks are permitted
years to carry on, (because God uses them
as grindstones, to grind the saints, and as
ejnery wheels to polish them), they become
so hardened in their deceived condition,
that in spite of hatred and malice in their
hearts against God's little ones (for their
lives show up their evil doings, and sometimes God uses them to rebuke, and expose
them, which they do not like) they still
believe they are God's favorites, and a
royal welcome awaits them when they
once must leave this world. But what an
awakening, what a terrible avalanche of
remorse and eternal despair, will grip
them, as they realize they are forever lost
to all that is good, and holy, and bright!
They will then remember how patiently
God tried to warn them of their danger,
how often down through the years He sent
faithful messengers their way. But they
turned down all reproof; persecuted those
who were faithful to their souls; loved
the wages of unrighteousness, and now
must reap what they have sown. How
cheap they sold out to the Arch Deceiver,
and at what a fearful cost!
—Hubbard, Ore.

Christian Courtesy
(Continued from page 187)
back of it is a sham and a mockery. When
the heart is right the beautiful Spirit of
the Master will shine forth spontaneously,
and that Spirit will teach the individual
such a kind of elegant manners that will
not fail to appeal to all classes. Nothing is
gained by giving way to ill nature; it is
always a losing proposition.
When God created man, he was made to
smile and not to frown. The little member
we call the tongue was made to glorify
God and not to wound the hearts of our
fellowmen. When God gave to mankind
that wonderful faculty we call the voice, it
was intended that the voice should be exercised to tenderness and sweetness that
it might comfort and soothe the hearts of
others. It is sin which has brought about
all disorder and robbed man of that beautiful image in which God first created him.
But thank God, through the grace of the
Lord Jesus Christ that beautiful image may
be restored and those members which have
been marred by sin may become servants
of righteousness.
Chambersburg, Pa.

